
 
 
 

SOLE SOURCE / BEST SOURCE JUSTIFICATION 
 

To be completed by Unit or Area and include 
additional details on separate sheets if necessary. 

 
 

Vendor/Source ________________________________________________________________ 
 
Amount ($) ___________________________________________________________________ 
 
Unit or Area _______________________________________   Date______________________ 
 

Sole Source – A single vendor is uniquely qualified to meet the City’s procurement 
objective. 
 
Provide an explanation of the “need” that has to be fulfilled, focusing on the requirements 
(not a description of the product or service, which satisfies that need).  Why is this vendor 
the only one that can fulfill the need identified? 
Describe the unique aspects of their product or service and/or attach letter from vendor: 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Check appropriate reason below: 
  
      This is a product manufactured by a single vendor. 
 
      This product or service is sold only through this single distributor. 
 
                 This service is unique to a single organization. 
 

An unusual or compelling urgency exists (explain below). 



Best Source – Does the need meet one of the following “best source” definitions instead 
of the sole source definition referenced above (explain below): 

 The product or service must match or be compatible with current equipment or services;
or

 It would not be economically feasible for another vendor to provide the product or service
needed; or

 A single vendor is uniquely qualified to fulfill the City’s need; or
 An unusual or compelling urgency exists.

What activities have already occurred prior to submitting this request?  Discuss what other 
products and services in the market were reviewed and why they didn’t fulfill the need.  Have you 
already evaluated products or services available on the market and then made a determination 
that this product or service is the only one that meets your need?  Has the vendor already done 
any work related to this project or purchase? 


	VendorSource: Schindler Elevator Corporation
	Amount: $446,104.00
	Unit or Area: Water Treatment Plant
	Date: 11/27/2023
	Check Box1: Off
	Text2: 
	Check Box5: Off
	Check Box6: Off
	Check Box7: Off
	Check Box8: Off
	Check Box9: Yes
	Text10: The Water Treatment plant uses this freight elevator to transport large pieces of equipment and chemicals to floors 2-4 of the treatment plant. Access to these areas is critical to routine plant operation and maintenance and for chemical addition and storage and staff cannot safely transport equipment or materials to these upper floors without the elevator. Recently the elevator stopped working and when Schindler Elevator inspected the elevator, they discovered that the hydraulic jack that goes approximately 60 feet into the ground and lifts the elevator needs replaced. A new hydraulic jack that meets current regulations must be installed. This work includes drilling a new hole to accommodate the size of the new casing and jack assembly. Schindler Elevator is considered a best source because they routinely service the elevator and diagnosed the problem and provided the detailed scope and quote for the repair.
	Text11: Schindler Elevator has inspected the elevator and determined the current issue and has put a plan in place to get this done as quickly as possible 


